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Dear Mr Nicolson

Quarry and Industrial Area, King Bay Eastern Lease Area (Reserve41636),Burrup
Peninsula

Thank you for your additional infonnation in relation to the above proposal in your letter
of 11 June 2003.

I seek your advice on whether you wish to proceed with referral of the proposal in its
current form, or submit a revised proposal. Based on the referral information presented
so far, the proposal does not appear to he environrnentaliy acceptable in its current form
and Assessment on Referral Information would not he an appropriate level of assessment.

The critical flaw in the current proposal relates to vegetation on the eastern boundary of
the proposal, however, there are a number of other issues raised during previous
discussions that also need to be addressed before this referral can be progressed. In
particular, there is insufficient input from the Dainpier Port Authority on its areas of
responsibility.

From the information contained within the proposal document of ll June 2003 there
appears to be a very significant vegetation type on the eastern boundary of the proposal
area. The vegetation type identified by Trudgen as GpRrnTsTe (and identified by Astron
as types GpAiTe and GpAbTa) is reported as being under great threat. There are only
three occurrences of this vegetation type known on the Burrup Peninsula, including this
site. The other two would be removed by different proposals that have already been
approved. Hence, implementation of this proposal would result in the permanent
removal of this vegetation type from the Burrup Peninsula. Based on this information, it
is concluded that Lots 1 and 8 of the proposed industrial area shoutd not be developed.
Given that access to the industrial area would be through these lots, this raises questions
about the viability of the remaining area of the proposal.



Beiow are a number of issues raised by the proposal documentation and though previous
discussions. These issues need to be addressed before the EPA can determine an
appropriate level of assessment.

0 The potential for indirect impacts on vegetation type GpRmTsTe requires
Consideration. It is noted that this vegetation type is located in drainage line/zone
areas. It is not clear how dependent this vegetation type is on upslope areas, nor how
much of these area would be affected by a revised proposal. A revised proposal
would need to demonstrate that any undisturbed areas of vegetation type GpRmTsTe
would remain viable.

0 A height contour map of the proposal area (particularly around the Stage 2 area) with
an outline of the final industrial area layout should be provided. This will assist in
determining the significance of indirect impacts on vegetation type GpRmTsTe. It
shouid also be used to adjust the industriat area plan to optimise other benefits, such
as visual screening of industriai areas and avoiding impacts on landscape features
such as standing stones.

0 A map of the vegetation types overlaid with an outline of the final industrial area
iayout shoutd be provided. It is not clear whether other significant vegetation types
(e.g. IpEs(Te) in the southwest) will be affected, either directly or indirectly.

0 Some information on the preparation of the Dampier Port Authority’s Environmental
Management and Development Plan needs to be provided. This was discussed at a
meeting on 20 May 2003 and relates to a cornmitrnent given by the Darnpier Point
Authority in September 1998.

- Information shoutd be provided on the outcomes of consultation with relevant
government agencies, in particuiar, the Department of Conservation and Land
Management, the Department of Indigenous Affairs, and the Office of Major Projects.

0 There needs to be thorough consideration given to ways in which the proponent can
facilitate the long—termprotection of the area of high conservation value. At present,
it is not even clear how this area would be factored into the planning and management
of the Darnpier Port Authority’s leases. Beyond its own planning, the Dampier Port
Authority should also consider other options, such as vesting or re—z0ning,to protect
the area.

- It is not ciear what State or Local Government planning processes apply to the
Darnpier Port Authority Leases. It is possible that these processes could be used to
regulate some operational environmental issues.

or Information needs to he provided on how the Dampier Port Authority intends to
manage the environmental issues associated with iong—termoperation of the industrial
estate. It is understood that this proposal is for the operation of a quarry, and the
development and operation of an industrial estate. The long-term management of the
area is one of the key reasons that Dampier Port Authority was requested to be a
proponent. The proposal document focuses on the quarry, and to a lesser extent the
development of the industrial estate, but largely ignores the long—termoperation and
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management of the industrial estate. It is expected that much of this could be
addressed by submission of an Environmental Management Plan for the port.
However, the draft EMP (which is not discussed in the proposal document) does not
appear to deal with terrestrial environmental impacts of the port.

Please note that, under the Environmental Protection Act Environmental Impact
Assessment Administrative Procedures 2002, the legislated 28 "daytime frame for setting
level of assessment on this referral will not commence until sufficient information has
been received. You will be notified once the level of assessment has been determined.

Yours sincerely

tllfll/1%
j,:;,./ K J Taylor

‘ DLRECTOR
ENVIRONIVIENTALIMPACT ASSESSMENT DIVISION

24 June 2003

cc: Mr Stephen Nicholson Port Development Manager, Dampier Port Authority, PO
Box 285, DAMPIER. WA 6713.

Mr Geoff Pember Project Manager, BGC Contracting Pty Ltd, Lot 4 Stirling
Crescent, HAZELMERE WA 6055.


